Case Report

The importance of cone-beam computed tomography for the diagnosis and treatment plan of florid cemento-osseous dysplasia: a case report
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A B S T R A C T
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) provides images without overlapping anatomical structures, which is important for the diagnosis and assessment of florid cemento-osseous dysplasia. This fibro-osseous lesion that affects the alveolar process without compromising the teeth’ pulp vitality is usually asymptomatic, and bone expansion, cortical disruption, and root resorption are uncommon. Due to its avascular characteristic, surgical procedures are often contraindicated. In this case, a 59-year-old female patient presented with a complaint of pain in the right maxillary central incisor. Panoramic and periapical radiographs showed florid cemento-osseous dysplasia in some regions. The right maxillary central incisor showed an extensive radiolucent image suggestive of root resorption but without fibro-osseous lesion. For better evaluation and implant planning, CBCT was performed and demonstrated florid cemento-osseous dysplasia adjacent to the right maxillary central incisor, contraindicating implant placement. In other regions, CBCT enabled the identification of the expansive features of this fibro-osseous lesion. (Rev Port Estomatol Med Dent Cir Maxilofac. 2021;62(2):114-120)
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Introduction

In 1998, in Japan, Arai and his team developed a cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) system with a smaller field of view than previously available. It received regulatory approval in 2000 and has been widely used since approval for coverage by the National Health Insurance system in 2012. This imaging technique allows dental practitioners to observe and diagnose lesions in the dental hard tissue in three dimensions without the overlapping of anatomical structures and with a lower radiation dose compared to multislice computed tomography (CT). It offers greater accuracy in the diagnosis and evaluation of odontogenic cysts, odontogenic tumors, and fibro-osseous lesions, such as cemento-osseous dysplasia (COD). COD is a non-neoplastic fibro-osseous lesion seen more frequently in black women, with a peak incidence in the fourth and fifth decades of life. Although its etiology is uncertain, it is believed to originate from the periodontal ligament, affecting the alveolar process without compromising the pulp vitality of the teeth involved. COD is usually asymptomatic, and bone expansion, cortical rupture, and root resorption are uncommon. This fibro-osseous lesion is classified into three types: periapical, focal, and florid. Florid cemento-osseous dysplasia (FLCOD) shows a tendency to bilateral involvement, differing radiographically from periapical (PCOD) and focal (FCOD) cemento-osseous dysplasias, which are associated with anterior and posterior teeth in a single quadrant, respectively.

Radiographically and histologically, FLCOD shows a pattern of maturation similar to that observed in PCOD and FCOD. The initial osteolytic stage involves bone tissue reabsorption and the presence of fibrous tissue rich in cells and vessels, providing a radiolucent or hypodense image. As maturation progresses over time, cement-like formations and irregular trabeculae appear, causing a mixed pattern image. In the final matured osteogenic stage, radiographically characterized by radiopaque or hyperdense patterns, these structures are connected, and few cellular elements are visible.

As FLCOD does not require treatment and its diagnosis can be performed only with clinical and imaging examinations, some authors do not recommend biopsy due to this lesion's avascular characteristics, which could increase the risk of osteomyelitis after surgical procedures. Elective surgeries, such as implant placement, are contraindicated due to the increased risk of bone infection and osseointegration failure.

On the other hand, studies have demonstrated success in dental implant placement in areas close to the fibro-osseous lesion, offering a possibility to patients affected by FLCOD. Thus, the present case report aimed to describe the importance of CBCT in the diagnosis of FLCOD and the choice of the appropriate treatment plan for the patient.

Case report

A 59-year-old black female patient complaining of pain in her right maxillary central incisor visited the School of Dentistry of Veiga de Almeida University for evaluation in March 2018. On extraoral clinical examination, no changes were seen. On the other hand, intraoral clinical examination revealed a poorly adapted total crown and gum with a swollen aspect on the right maxillary central incisor.

As a protocol of the Veiga de Almeida University, digital panoramic radiography (DPR) had been performed in the pre-
vious year’s dental screening (May 8, 2017), using the Ortho-phantomograph OP300 (Instrumentarium, Tuusula, Finland) at 66 kVp, 10 mA, and 14.1 seconds. The DPR showed a radiolucent image surrounded by a radiopaque halo associated with the roots of the right maxillary first molar, which was vital, and radiopaque images in the maxilla’s and mandible’s bilateral regions compatible with different stages of FLCOD. However, no changes were observed in the right maxillary central incisor (Figure 1).

For a better evaluation of the right maxillary central incisor, periapical radiography (PR) was performed using the D 700 device (Dabi Atlante, Ribeirão Preto, SP, Brazil) at 70 kVp, 8 mA, and 0.4 seconds, and an E-speed radiographic film, size 2 (Carestream Health, Inc, NY, USA). The PR showed the right maxillary central incisor with filling material below the root apex, a discrete radiolucent image adjacent to the root’s apex, an extensive radiolucent image suggestive of internal root resorption or drill wear, and deviation of the intrarradicular pin. Additionally, FLCOD was observed adjacent to the lateral incisors’ and left maxillary central incisor’s roots (Figure 2).

As the PR did not demonstrate an image compatible with FLCOD adjacent to the right maxillary central incisor’s root, the patient was referred to the specialization course in implantology for implant placement planning in the region. For a better evaluation, the patient was referred to an Oral Radiology center to perform CBCT on May 2, 2018, using an i-CAT Next Generation device (Imaging Sciences International, Hatfield, PA, USA) with a medium field of view (FOV) of 16×6 cm, isotropic voxel of 0.25 mm, 120 kVp, 5 mA, and 26.9 seconds. The images were analyzed using the On-Demand 3D software (Cyber Med, Seoul, South Korea).

In CBCT reconstructions of the maxilla, hyperdense images were observed, surrounded by a discrete hypodense halo in some regions, associated with the roots of canines, lateral incisors, central incisors, right first molar, and left second molar, and a hypodense image associated with the roots of the right second molar compatible with FLCOD at different stages of maturation (Figure 3). The right first molar showed a hyperdense image surrounded by a hypodense halo, with a fusion between the fibro-osseous lesion and the roots, causing external root resorption and vestibular bone expansion. Additionally, the FLCOD associated with this tooth was close to the alveolar bone crest (Figure 3). The sagittal slice of the right central incisor showed an inclination of the intrarradicular pin and a discrete periradicular bone rarefaction by the palate, suggesting root crack or perforation, as well as a hyperdense image adjacent to the root compatible with FLCOD (Figure 3).

Therefore, after the tomographic diagnosis of FLCOD associated with the right maxillary central incisor, it was decided not to perform surgery for dental implant placement due to the risk of developing osteomyelitis and osseointegration failure. However, due to the diagnosis of root crack or perforation and incipient periradicular bone rarefaction, extraction and rehabilitation using a removable partial denture was performed.

As the patient’s FLCOD had an expansive pattern but no symptoms associated, only clinical and CBCT follow-up was indicated without the need for biopsy or other surgical procedure. Monitoring of the hyperdense image at the right maxillary first molar and the bone condition after the extraction of the right maxillary central incisor was done by a new CBCT scan on June 19, 2019, using an i-CAT Classic device (Imaging Sciences International, Hatfield, PA, USA) with a FOV of 16×13 cm, isotropic voxel of 0.25 mm, 120 kVp, 36 mA, and 40 seconds. The images were analyzed using the same software used for the first CBCT. Due to the previous diagnosis of FLCOD close to the alveolar bone crest causing cortical expansion and root resorption in a maxillary tooth, it was decided to perform a CBCT scan with a larger FOV to assess the lesions in the mandible.

In CBCT reconstructions of the mandible, FLCOD was observed associated with the anterior teeth’ and left second
premolar’s roots and the edentulous regions in both sides (Figure 4). The panoramic and three-dimensional volumetric reconstructions demonstrated FLCOD close to the alveolar bone crest in the regions of the missing left first molar and right second premolar (Figure 4). The axial and oblique slices showed FLCOD close to the cortical bone, causing expansion and disruption of the lingual bone cortex in the regions of the left and right canines (Figure 4).

Regarding the CBCT monitoring of lesions associated with the maxillary teeth, there were no dimensional changes in the FLCOD associated with the right first molar nor expansion of the buccal bone cortex, maintaining a thickness of 19 mm in the alveolar bone (Figure 5). Additionally, we observed that the patient had undergone endodontic treatment in a private clinic without our knowledge. The sagittal and oblique slices of the missing right central incisor showed a hypodense image...
Figure 4. Second cone-beam computed tomography, one year after the first exam, demonstrating FLCOD in the mandible. A – Panoramic reconstruction, with a thickness of 5 mm. B, C, and D – Axial and oblique slices showing FLCOD close to the cortical bone, causing expansion and disruption of the lingual bone cortex in the regions of the right (C) and left (D) canines (arrows). E, F, and G – Three-dimensional volumetric reconstructions demonstrating FLCOD close to the alveolar bone crest in the regions of the missing right second premolar (E) and left first molar (F), as well as images that may suggest disruption of the lingual bone cortex in the region of the anterior teeth (G) (arrows).
suggestive of a postoperative bone defect or alveolar bone in the healing process and a hypodense image surrounded by a hypodense halo compatible with FLCOD (Figure 5).

**Discussion and conclusions**

The present clinical case was written according to the CARE guidelines (www.care-statement.org), which propose the improvement, integrity, and transparency of case reports.13

The initial diagnosis of FLCOD was performed by clinical and radiographic examinations of the patient, which shows the importance of associating information from both, since, depending on its stage, FLCOD may be radiographically similar to periapical lesions, Gardner’s syndrome, diffuse sclerosing osteomyelitis, cemento-ossifying fibroma, fibrous dysplasia, or cementoblastoma.7,14 In this study, the patient had undergone endodontic treatment on maxillary central incisors, left maxillary lateral incisor, and left maxillary canine, suggesting that these interventions were performed when the FLCOD was in its osteolytic phase, resembling a periapical lesion, without performing the pulp vitality test. Additionally, the extensive hyperdense image at the right maxillary first molar showed tomographic characteristics similar to cementoblastoma since it was fused to the roots, reabsorbing them and causing bone expansion. However, as the DPR from the previous year showed a radiolucent lesion with a radiopaque halo and the 59-year-old patient had no symptoms in the maxillary lesion, which are uncommon in cementoblastoma, and the FLCOD can have characteristics of external root resorption and bone expansion, we suggest the diagnosis of this type of fibro-osseous lesion for this region.5,6,15

In the present study, CBCT was performed to confirm the radiographic diagnosis of absence of fibro-osseous lesion in the region of the right maxillary central incisor, which was suspected of having internal root resorption or drill wear and root crack, as well as to evaluate the bone structure for dental implant planning. Contrary to radiographic examinations, CBCT demonstrated FLCOD associated with the root, contraindicating the implant placement. Due to the COD’s avascular characteristics, surgical procedures such as biopsy, extraction, and dental implants should be avoided.10 COD, especially in the mixed and sclerotic phases, shows a small amount of vascu-
larized connective tissue and a large volume of avascular or dense hypovascular osteo-cementoid structures. This tissue can compromise post-surgical repair, directly affecting osseointegration and leading to a greater risk of osteomyelitis.\textsuperscript{10} However, other authors found success in implant placement in a patient with FLCOD in regions where the fibro-osseous lesion was absent.\textsuperscript{12} In the region where the lesions were present, the authors indicated rehabilitation with a fixed prosthesis,\textsuperscript{13} corroborating the procedure adopted in the present study.

Due to this risk of postoperative infection and because it is a bone pathology that, in most cases, does not require treatment, the diagnosis of COD should be based only on clinical and imaging assessment.\textsuperscript{8} Previous studies have highlighted the importance of CBCT for the diagnosis, assessment, and monitoring of COD because it allows greater accuracy in visualizing this fibro-osseous lesion and its relationship with adjacent anatomical structures, which is essential to choose the adequate therapy and prevent exposure of avascular mineralized tissue in the oral cavity and consequent infection.\textsuperscript{5,6} As previously described,\textsuperscript{5,6} in the present case, CBCT helped identify expansive and aggressive features of FLCOD, such as external root resorption in the right maxillary first molar, bone expansion, and cortical rupture.

This study's limitations are related to the patient having sought dental care in a private clinic without our knowledge, where she underwent endodontic treatment on the right maxillary first molar, which was vital, extraction of the right maxillary central incisor, and rehabilitation with a removable partial denture.

In conclusion, in the present case report, CBCT enabled the diagnosis of FLCOD in a region where PR did not provide a conclusive image, avoiding dental implant placement and helping choose the best treatment for the patient. In addition, CBCT enabled the visualization of FLCOD’s expansive and aggressive features, such as external root resorption, bone expansion, and cortical disruption, and also allowed a better assessment of the proximity of the fibro-osseous lesion to the alveolar bone crest. It is important to monitor FLCOD to avoid exposure of avascular tissue and infection.
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